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Stereo Editor vI.0

featured-packed, public-domain composing sl,zstem for Enhanced Sidplatler
tunes on your Commodore 64 or 128 (in 64 mode). Stereo Editor bujilds on the powerful yet
easy-to-use functions of the commerciaL Enhanced Sidplayer editor to create an integrated SID
ecliting environment with many unique features, including:
Stereo Editor aL.0 is a

. Stereo editing and playback: See up to six voices of music onscreen simultaneously for
editing and playback! (Second SID chip or SID Symphony Stereo Cartridge required for sixvoice playback.)

' Full Enhanced

Sidplayer compatibility: Use any l)nhanced Sidplayel commands to create
your music. You can also edit any tune created with the Enha,nced Sidplayer editor.

'

Real-time display: Choose between watching command parameters or notes change in
real time as a tune plays.

' MIDI support: Enter notes as well as play back tunes on any lr4lDl-compatible synthesizer. (Commodore-compatible MIDI interface required.)

'Title editor: Add a colorful title box to your compositions with the integrated
editor. You can even play the tune while editing its title!

SID title

'Words editor: Create sing-a-long SIDs with the integrated words editor. It's like using

a

colorful word processor!

'Archive maker: Archive your tunes and words for easier and more efficient

exchange

with other SID enthusiasts (MSW/SLR/SAL formats).

Although Stereo Editor is in the public domain, to use it you must own a copy of the commercial book/disk combo Compute!'s Music System for the Commodore 11)-8 & 64: The Enhanced
Sidplatler, by Craig Chamberlain. Stereo Editor depends on a file from t}re Enhanced Sidplayer
disk to function. Also, the stereo Editor documentation does not cc,ver the Enhanced sitlpintler
command set or music theory, both of which the book does in detail.
You can obtain Stereo Editor from many sources, such as bulletin bc,ards, user groups, and
r"rational online information systems including Quantum Link. Dr. Evil Laboratories
distributes Stereo Editor on a 1541-format disk for $5.00 (U.S. funds ltnly; WA residents add
8.1% sales tax). However, if you purchase the Enhanced. Sidptayer bc>ok from us, Stereo EcJitor is
only $1.00 because shipping and handling is covered bv the Enhanced Sidplayer book price. All
orders should be made payable to Dr. Evil Laboratories and sent to:
Dr. Evil Laboratories
P.O. Box 3432
Redmond, WA 98073-3432

(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.)

